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This article draws on the Dolce
& Gabbana spring/summer
2016 ad campaign to discuss
the media’s role in representing
but also, and more crucially,
regulating normative beliefs
and behaviours about good
fashion consumption and production, particularly around
the issue of counterfeit fashion.
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To promote its spring/summer 2016 collection, the Italian
luxury brand Dolce & Gabbana created an ad campaign
that prominently featured ‘Chinese tourists’. The campaign
is notable for its slightly more racially diverse cast of models
than the typical all-white fashion ad. Several Asian female
and male models (and a slightly smaller number of black
models) appear in the ads as tourists sightseeing, eating,
shopping and taking selfie photos among crowded throngs
of white models representing ‘Italian locals’. All of the models are wearing pieces from the spring/summer 2016 collection, clothes that have been described as ‘bursting with the
brand’s signature kitschy mix of colors, patterns and textures—as thoroughly Italian as the checked tablecloths, fruit
stalls and ivy-covered windows that surround them’.1 Yet the
latest collection is not so thoroughly Italian. In addition to
the figure of the Chinese tourist in the ad campaign, the
designers integrate ‘iconic elements of Chinese architecture’
into the garments’ design and aesthetics. The Chinese-style
pieces, as the designers explain, ‘represent Chinese tourists
who arrive in Italy and cannot wait to absorb the local mood
and culture’.2
Dolce & Gabbana’s ads portray a different kind of
Chinese tourist than is usually imagined in Western media.
Unlike the (mostly Chinese and Japanese) Asian tourists that
have been a staple of racial comedy in Hollywood TV and
films, the tourists in the Dolce & Gabbana ads aren’t conspicuous by their social awkwardness and cultural difference.
Actually, they seem to integrate effortlessly into ‘the local
mood and culture’ of Western consumerism. Their visible
participation in and appreciation of the behaviour, tastes
and values of Western consumer markets provides the
evidence of their assimilation into the Italian high life the
brand represents and which, in the context of these ads, is a
metaphor for the latest heights of Western fashion. We see
them shopping in high-visibility neighbourhoods, visiting
the places where people go to see and be seen such as the chic
pavement café and a lively shopping boulevard, mingling
with locals, and buying authentic Western luxury goods.
That the fashion products and purchases are genuine is established by the brand-name shopping bags seen in the ads.
Curiously, while everyone in the ads—both tourists and locals, including some nuns—are engaging in some form of
consumption, only Chinese tourists are pictured with the
shopping bags. Only Chinese tourists are made to carry the
material and symbolic proof of authenticity. We might dismiss this as coincidence, but when considered against the
wider media and social context, the significance of the relationship between Chinese fashion outsiders and authentic
luxury markets becomes clearer.

Dolce & Gabbana’s Chinese fashion tourists aren’t the
only—or even the most common—representations of Asians
that have been circulating in the news and fashion media in
recent years. Since China, India, the Philippines and other Asian countries began moving up the value chain in the
late 1990s and early 2000s, challenging the dominance of
Western brands and global fashion’s geographic and racial
hegemony, the Asian luxury consumer has been a recurring
media story. Journalists in the US and Europe writing about
fashion, the economy and business trends have been working
hard to understand Asian consumers’ tastes and buying habits, while fashion retailers and designers are keen to profit
from their growing purchasing power. This is the impetus
behind the Dolce & Gabbana ad campaign and the fashion
collection. It’s why the Dolce & Gabbana collections in 2015
and 2016—and a growing list of other European and US
clothing and shoe designers—include Asian products and
lines made specifically for and only sold in Asian markets.
But as excited as Western corporations have been to capture
Asian consumers’ interests and disposable income, they’re
also very anxious about a shift in the racial order of the global
economy and global fashion culture.
This racial anxiety manifests in the construction of
another type of Chinese fashion subject that is distinct from
but, as I’ll explain, related to the ‘good’ Chinese tourist featured in Dolce & Gabbana’s ads. In contrast to the ‘good’
Chinese fashion subject, the ‘bad’ subject is not portrayed in
picturesque US and European neighbourhoods. They aren’t
imagined as being at home in or belonging to fashion. This is
because of a pervasive belief that, as a blog post on the Council
of Fashion Designers of America’s website flatly states, ‘most
Chinese do not yet fully understand or appreciate the lifestyle associated with luxury goods’.3 These Chinese fashion
subjects don’t coolly consume authentic luxury products. Instead, they obsessively devour logo-saturated pieces that may
or may not be genuine articles. The fakes are conspicuous by
the generic plastic bags they are packaged in. By and large,
these Chinese fashion subjects cannot be counted among the
‘good’ Chinese tourists, who in 2015 spent a record-breaking
$229 billion overseas (up 23% from the previous year). Other
media portrayals of ‘bad’ Chinese fashion subjects represent
them as skulking in the back alleys of Asian or Asian-centric
neighbourhoods, selling cheap copies of European and US
designer goods or working in dimly lit sweatshop factories
making these products, stealing jobs and revenue from
‘legitimate’ (tacitly, Western) fashion firms, and helping directly or indirectly finance organised criminal enterprises
including terrorism.
‘Bad’ Chinese fashion subjects are represented as intellectual property (IP) pirates (or their main customers), not
international tourists. They are copyright infringers who
flout national and international trade agreements and the
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Above and overleaf:
Some of the 17 images created for Dolce & Gabbana’s
spring/summer 2016 campaign
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Western liberal economic ideas about private property, creativity and authorship that these agreements are based on.
Their relationship to the circuits of global fashion capitalism
is defined by illegitimacy not authenticity, piracy not corporate capitalist priorities. These Chinese are not the stuff of
Big Fashion’s capitalist dreams; on the contrary, they keep its
shareholders and sponsors up at night.
It is important to situate the Dolce & Gabbana ad campaign within the broader media and public discourse, because
media images and narratives are never created and never
operate in a vacuum. They are produced, distributed and consumed in media systems that are embedded with political,
social, and economic values. In other words, the ad campaign
is only one node of a larger technical, social, cultural and economic network of relations. Yet this one node—a single case
study—illustrates an important function of fashion media:
its utility as a quotidian, informal, yet structural system for
regulating creativity and commerce in the fashion market.
This type of regulatory work is not a new feature of fashion
media—early examples can be found from the 1930s—but its
power to define and regulate ethical consumption and creative production has multiplied with the rise and expansion
of participatory media. As technologies enable more people
to weigh in on cultural issues and debates, they also help to
consolidate dominant discourses and positions.
The ad campaign is apiece with recent efforts to deputise the public to help with curtailing the production and
consumption of counterfeit Western fashion goods. The
Euro-American fashion industry and major online shopping
portals like eBay and Amazon, as well as international border
and customs agencies, are using a wide range of mass media
and social media platforms, tools and strategies to convince
the public of the importance of recognising, reporting and
avoiding ‘counterfeit fashion’. Doing so is a matter of protecting ‘our’ jobs and ‘our’ businesses; ‘our’ standards of taste and
decency (regarding the quality of the garment and the conditions of its production); and ‘our’ national security. In mass
media and social media outlets, counterfeit fashion is tacitly
or expressly understood as a foreign threat. Fashion copying
is something that other people do. And those other people, in
the contemporary public discourse, are frequently Asian.

An article written by IP lawyer Brian Sun begins, ‘Consider this simple word-association exercise: “counterfeit.”
For many, the first word that may come to mind is “China”.’4
He’s not wrong, but his point is misleading. Today, fashion
copying may be closely associated with China and Asia in
general, but this is not because it is limited to or even concentrated in Asia. And certainly Asian consumers are not
the only ones buying fashion copies. Copying is pervasive
throughout the Euro-American fashion industry and across
every market on the price point spectrum. The products of
Euro-American fashion copying, though, are generally obscured with fuzzy euphemisms like inspiration, homage
and adaptation. (To this point, Dolce & Gabbana and the
media have overwhelmingly characterised the brand’s latest
Chinese-style collection as the results of being ‘inspired by’ as
opposed to, say, ‘knocking off’ Chinese designs.) In contrast,
Chinese and other Asians who are ‘inspired by’ Western designs get saddled with the stereotype of being racially predisposed to produce and consume fashion copies. The stereotype
gets its substance and force from long-held Orientalist beliefs
about Asians’ lack of creativity, lack of concern for individual
property and rights, and a general inability to think independently. In other words, ‘bad’ Chinese fashion subjects are perceived as not only at odds with but opposed to liberal Western
legal and cultural norms.
In the fight against so-called fashion knock-offs, the
media has functioned as the primary regulatory apparatus
thwarting the production and consumption of fashion copies. This is especially true in the US, where fashion designers
can’t claim legal protection for their designs in their entirety.
The courts have repeatedly held that clothes are ‘useful
articles’ and so not copyrightable, though limited protections
are available for specific fashion elements. Fashion designers
within the European Union, by contrast, are granted IP
rights for their work. But the cost, time and effort required
to register and then obtain IP rights deter many European
designers from asserting their rights. What’s more, as
Johanna Blakely has explained, the ‘novelty standard’ is
so low in Europe that even slight differences qualify a copy
for IP protection.5 Conversely, Japan’s novelty standard is
incredibly high. Designers have to prove their work is thoroughly original to qualify for IP protection. What these different IP contexts show is that the law is not a practical tool
for addressing the problems of fashion copying. (In important ways, the law is part of the problem—as with its historical
denial of protection for indigenous knowledge and creative
production.) The snail’s pace of legal procedures, court filings
and trials can scarcely keep up with fashion’s breakneck cycles.
For all these reasons, the media has stepped into the breach.
Historically, media campaigns, media coverage and, now,
social media pressure have served the role that the law can’t or
won’t and at speeds that surpass legal processes.
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To get a small sense of the fashion media’s regulatory
impact, consider a couple of very different but highly public examples. In 2002, French fashion designer Nicolas
Ghesquière was accused of copying a lesser-known Chinese
American designer named Kaisik Wong, who died sometime in the early to mid-1990s (there are conflicting reports).
Ghesquière unabashedly admitted (after he was caught) that
Wong’s designs inspired his collection. The dominant media
coverage and discourse backed him up with a wide range of
defences, including an argument about the superiority of his
copy compared with Wong’s original design. The second example is the Korean-American-owned fast-fashion retailer
Forever 21, which has been embroiled in one fashion-copying
scandal after another since the mid-2000s. In all of the media
coverage and social media chatter, no one has even suggested that Forever 21 may have been ‘inspired by’ the designs
they’re accused of copying. Instead, racial–religious stereotypes about the Korean immigrant owners, who are bornagain Christians, are reproduced ad nauseum as evidence of
their ‘creepy’ business practices.6
Given that the US provides very limited and generally
weak IP protection, it’s not surprising that Wong’s family
never pursued legal action against Ghesquière’s infringement
or that Forever 21, which has been sued ‘more than 50 times’
according to nearly every news article on the subject, has never
lost a single case. (Arguably, Wong’s family might have had a
stronger claim for defamation, since Wong’s career and talents
were ruthlessly torn apart in the media in its defence of
Ghesquière.) But the law’s weakness when it comes to fashion
copyright has not stopped the media from adjudicating the
matter. In and through the mass media, Ghesquière was
largely exonerated. What criticism he received was so mild
as to have no bearing on his reputation or his career prospects. Today, he holds the prestigious position of creative
director for Louis Vuitton’s women’s collections, one of his
many notable career achievements. Forever 21, on the other
hand, is condemned time and again in the court of public
opinion that has only expanded in scope and power with
social media.
As with Ghesquière’s case, the media verdict has both
symbolic and material implications. In some instances, Forever 21 has responded by removing the offending products
from its shelves, incurring material losses in terms of production costs and potential sales. This is not to say that Forever 21 is financially hurt by these losses. It is an incredibly
successful retail chain worth over $4 billion dollars. The disparity between the media’s and the public’s low esteem of the
company and its high sales and profits suggests that public
outrage against Forever 21 is less about expressing a strong
moral/ethical position about fashion copying and more about
paying lip service to the ideals of the hegemonic Western
capitalist IP regime.
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The salient point here is that the work the media is
doing is more than representational. It serves a pseudo-legal
function as an informal but nonetheless structural means
of regulating market outcomes and normative market behaviour by establishing and then policing the boundaries
between ‘cultural exchange’ and ‘piracy’, between ‘us’ and
‘them’. The copyright talk produced in and distributed
through media channels shapes and reinforces mainstream
copy norms and copyright logics that, in effect, give licence
to some practices of copying while devaluing others. Not
surprisingly, the pseudo-legal language and logics of fashion
copying found in the mass media and social media correspond with racial and gendered biases. Ghesquière’s public
and media vindication rests on normative social and legal
constructions of creativity and productivity as the inherent IP
of white masculinity. Forever 21’s vilification is underpinned
by social and legal conceptualisations about reproduction
as an uncreative and inferior act, the counterproductive
racial and gendered other to creative productive labour.
The Dolce & Gabbana ads provide a different vision of
the relations of race, media and counterfeit fashion. Dolce
& Gabbana’s Chinese tourists embody otherness, but they
also represent a Western model of ideal otherness. These
Chinese tourists exemplify the liberal capitalist model of development in which the road to social, cultural and economic
advancement is paved with Western consumer goods and
accessible only to those who emotionally and economically
invest in the Western IP system that these goods signify.
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